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Combinatorial Signaling in the Specification
of Unique Cell Fates

1976). Cells within the furrow arrest in the G1 phase of
the cell cycle (Wolff and Ready, 1991). These cells either
emerge from the furrow as five-cell preclusters of R2–R5
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and R8, or they undergo a synchronized round of mitosis1 Department of Molecular, Cell, and Developmental
that creates a new pool of undifferentiated precursors.Biology and Molecular Biology Institute
In a second phase of morphogenesis, these new precur-University of California at Los Angeles
sors are recruited into the developing ommatidia as R1,Los Angeles, California 90095
R6, R7, cone, pigment, and bristle cells (Ready et al.,2 Institute for Molecular Biology
1976; Wolff and Ready, 1991). This study investigatesUniversity of Zürich
the molecular mechanisms that regulate pattern forma-CH-8057 Zürich
tion during this second phase of morphogenesis.Switzerland

Early pioneering work (Ready et al., 1976; Lawrence3 Department of Biological Chemistry
and Green, 1979; Tomlinson and Ready, 1987) and later

and Department of Human Genetics
molecular analysis (reviewed by Zipursky and Rubin,

University of California at Los Angeles 1994; Freeman, 1997) showed that the recruitment of
Los Angeles, California 90095 ommatidial cells follows a nonclonal mechanism involv-

ing extensive cell–cell interactions. The Sevenless (Sev)
receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) signaling cascade was

Summary identified as a pathway involved in the determination of
a single cell type, R7. This initially suggested that each

How multifunctional signals combine to specify unique cell type in the eye may be specified by its own unique
cell fates during pattern formation is not well under- signaling mechanism. However, it was later shown that
stood. Here, we demonstrate that together with the Sev can induce a non-R7 fate when activated in other
transcription factor Lozenge, the nuclear effectors of cells (Dickson et al., 1992), or when the R7 precursor

ectopically expresses a transcription factor that speci-the EGFR and Notch signaling pathways directly regu-
fies R2/R5 fate (Basler et al., 1990; Kimmel et al., 1990).late D-Pax2 transcription in cone cells of the Drosoph-
Conversely, an activated version of another RTK, epider-ila eye disc. Moreover, the specificity of D-Pax2 ex-
mal growth factor receptor (EGFR), can direct an R7 fatepression can be altered upon genetic manipulation
in the absence of Sev (Freeman, 1996). These resultsof these inputs. Thus, a relatively small number of
indicate that while the Sev signal is required as a trig-temporally and spatially controlled signals received
gering event in the differentiation of R7, the cell’s identityby a set of pluripotent cells can create the unique
is specified by other mechanisms.combinations of activated transcription factors re-

Another signaling cascade, initiated by EGFR, playsquired to regulate target genes and ultimately specify
many roles during eye morphogenesis. EGFR signalingdistinct cell fates within this group. We expect that
causes inactivation of the ETS domain repressor Yansimilar mechanisms may specify pattern formation in
and activation of the ETS domain transcriptional activa-vertebrate developmental systems that involve inter-
tor PntP2 (Brunner et al., 1994; O’Neill et al., 1994; Rebaycellular communication.
and Rubin, 1995). In addition to its requirement for the
differentiation of all cell types in the eye (Freeman, 1996;

Introduction Tio and Moses, 1997), the EGFR signal is essential for
proper furrow initiation, proliferation, spacing, recruit-

How individual cells within an initially equivalent group ment, and survival of cells in the eye disc (Baker and
acquire a multitude of distinct fates is a fundamental Rubin, 1989, 1992; Xu and Rubin, 1993; Freeman, 1996;
question in developmental biology. Understanding the Tio and Moses, 1997; Domı́nguez et al., 1998; Kumar et
interplay between intercellular signals and the context al., 1998; Lesokhin et al., 1999). While the EGFR signal
in which they are interpreted is the focus of this study.

has classically been considered instructive, this multi-
During Drosophila eye development, undifferentiated

tude of functions suggests that on its own, this pathwaycells are patterned to yield z800 facets, called omma-
does not bear any fate-specifying information.tidia. Each ommatidium is comprised of eight photore-

The Notch (N) signaling pathway also plays many rolesceptor neurons (R1–R8), four nonneuronal cone cells,
in eye development through its activation of the tran-three classes of pigment cells, and a bristle complex.
scription factor Suppressor of Hairless [Su(H)] (reviewedEye morphogenesis initiates during the third larval instar
by Artavanis-Tsakonas et al., 1999). This pathway isof development as a morphogenetic furrow sweeps
required for the proper temporal acquisition of severalacross the disc from posterior to anterior (Ready et al.,
cell fates in the eye (Cagan and Ready, 1989; Fortini et
al., 1993), and also functions in proliferation, dorsal–
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Figure 1. Identification of the Minimal D-Pax2 Eye-Specific Enhancer and its Potential Lz/Runt Domain Binding Sites

Scanning electron micrographs (SEM) of adult eyes (A, B, and G–J) and immunolocalization of D-Pax2 in late third-instar larval eye discs (C,
D, and K–N).
(A) lzts1/Y flies raised at 258C. The eye phenotype is wild type.
(B) lzts1/Y; spapol/1 flies raised at 258C. The eye-specific mutation spapol of D-Pax2 dominantly enhances the lzts1 phenotype.
(C) Wild type. D-Pax2 is expressed in four cone cell precursors per ommatidium (one example is circled).
(D) lzr1. Note complete loss of D-Pax2 expression in cone cell precursors in this null lz allele.
(E) Sequence of D-Pax2 that includes the eye-specific enhancer at the 59 end of intron 4. The sequence begins with the splice donor site of
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provide the unique information that is necessary to de- Results
termine a specific cell fate. Each of these signaling cas-
cades must therefore act as a trigger allowing a cell to Lozenge Directly Regulates D-Pax2 Expression
choose one of several possible fates. in Cone Cell Precursors

A panoply of transcription factors is expressed in spe- D-Pax2 is the Drosophila homolog of the vertebrate Pax2
gene (Fu and Noll, 1997; Czerny et al., 1997). This locuscific cell types in the larval eye disc (reviewed by Free-
is represented by at least two classes of mutant alleles,man, 1997; Kumar and Moses, 1997). During the second
shaven (sv) and sparkling (spa) (Fu et al., 1998; Kavaler etphase of recruitment posterior to the furrow, Bar is ex-
al., 1999). spa mutants show cone cell defects resultingpressed in R1/R6 (Higashijima et al., 1992), Prospero
from mutations in the fourth intron of the gene, which(Pros) in R7 and cone cells (Kauffmann et al., 1996), and
led to the identification of a 926 bp SpeI fragment withinD-Pax2 in cone and primary pigment cells (Fu and Noll,
this intron that includes the eye-specific enhancer (Fu1997). Combinations of such cell-specific transcription
and Noll, 1997) (Figure 1F). When combined with itsfactors ultimately create the differences between cell
promoter and coding region, this fragment restores wild-types. However, their cell-specific expression patterns
type D-Pax2 expression in cone cell precursors of spasuggest that the initial discrimination between cell types
mutants and rescues the spa eye phenotype (Fu et al.,is established prior to the onset of their expression. To
1998).understand cell fate specification, it is therefore impor-

Enhancement of lz eye phenotypes by spa alleles hastant to elucidate the mechanisms involved in generating
been observed previously (Lindsley and Zimm, 1992;the unique expression patterns of these proteins. This
Gupta and Rodrigues, 1995). In addition, two new spawas lacking in previous studies because controlling re-
alleles were isolated as enhancers of the temperature-gions of these transcription factors had not yet been
sensitive lz allele, lzts1 (J. Kaminker, T. Lebestky, anddeciphered.
U. B., unpublished data). The strongest eye-specific al-A first step toward unraveling cell fate specification
lele of D-Pax2, spapol, which is not transcribed in conemechanisms during the second phase of morphogene-
cell precursors (Fu and Noll, 1997), also enhances lzts1

sis in the eye was the identification of the lozenge (lz)
(Figures 1A and 1B). We found that D-Pax2 is not ex-gene (Daga et al., 1996), which encodes a Runt Domain–
pressed in cone cell precursors of lz mutants (Figurescontaining transcription factor that shares sequences
1C and 1D), which suggests that Lz regulates D-Pax2with Drosophila Runt and human AML1 (Acute Myeloid
expression. There are three Lz/Runt domain (RD) bind-Leukemia 1), CBFA1, and CBFA3 (reviewed by Bae and
ing sites (59-RACCRCA-39, R 5 purine; Kamachi et al.,

Ito, 1999). Lz regulates the expression of all known cell- 1990) in the D-Pax2 eye-specific enhancer (RDI–RDIII;
specific transcription factors expressed during the sec- Figures 1E and 1F). To determine whether these sites
ond phase of morphogenesis. In lz mutants, Bar (Daga are required for proper D-Pax2 expression, a series of
et al., 1996; Crew et al., 1997), Pros (Xu et al., 2000 [this smaller enhancer fragments derived from the SpeI frag-
issue of Cell]), and D-Pax2 (this study) are not expressed, ment (1–5 in Figure 1F) was combined with the D-Pax2
and Seven-up is ectopically expressed in R7 and cone promoter and transcribed region from which introns 1–8
cells (Daga et al., 1996; Crew et al., 1997). Since Lz is had been removed (see Fu et al., 1998) and tested as
expressed in the entire pool of undifferentiated precur- transgenes for their ability to rescue spapol mutants (Fig-
sor cells posterior to the morphogenetic furrow (Flores ures 1G–1N). There was no loss in rescue efficiency if
et al., 1998), it remained unclear how it causes its target the truncation did not eliminate any of the three RD
genes to be expressed in a cell-specific manner. Here, binding sites (1, 2, and 4 in Figure 1F). However, if RDI
we describe results in support of a model for cell fate was deleted (5 in Figure 1F), the rescue efficiency (Figure
specification. Its salient feature is the combinatorial use 1H) and D-Pax2 expression in cone cell precursors (Fig-
by a cell of a small number of multifunctional signaling ure 1L) were considerably reduced, and rescue could
pathways controlling the activity of specific transcrip- not be improved by two copies of the transgene (not
tion factors to activate specific target genes at the ap- shown). Similarly, when both RDII and RDIII were re-

moved (3 in Figure 1F), the rescue efficiency (Figure 1I)propriate time in development.

intron 4 and ends with the second SpeI site. Runt domain (RD) binding sites are in boldface, and the minimal eye-specific enhancer (SME;
positions 158–519 of intron 4) is underlined.
(F) The extent of Df(4)spapol and the position of the spa1 insertion (Fu and Noll, 1997) are mapped relative to the 59 end of intron 4 whose
sequence is shown in (E). In addition to the three RD binding sites, the positions within the SME of eight putative Su(H) (triangles) and six
ETS domain (ovals) binding sites are shown. Below, the extent of the 926 bp SpeI fragment of intron 4 and of constructs 1–14 including the
entire or truncated forms of the SME are indicated. Transformant lines carrying constructs 1–14 driving D-Pax2 expression were assessed
for their efficiency to rescue the spapol adult eye phenotype. Construct 6 is the smallest enhancer fragment that can fully rescue (wt) spapol,
while constructs 5 and 8 can only weakly rescue (1) and constructs 3, 7, and 9–14 can partially rescue (11) as single-copy transgenes. If
homozygous viable, transgenes of constructs 3, 7, and 9–14 can fully rescue the eye phenotype whereas transgenes of constructs 5 and 8
cannot (not shown). The rescue efficiencies (1, 11, wt) indicated on the right are the average of many independent lines of each construct
(see Experimental Procedures). Scale indicates distance in bp from the 59 end of intron 4 of D-Pax2.
(G and K) spapol. Note roughening across entire eye (G) and lack of D-Pax2 expression in cone cell precursors (K).
(H and L) w1118; P[construct 5-D-Pax2, w1]/1; spapol. Construct 5, which lacks RDI, can only weakly rescue (1) the spapol phenotype (H) as well
as D-Pax2 expression in cone cell precursors (L).
(I and M) w1118; P[construct 3-D-Pax2, w1]/1; spapol. Construct 3, which lacks RDII and RDIII, allows partial rescue (11) of the spapol phenotype
(I) and D-Pax2 expression in cone cell precursors when present as a single copy (M).
(J and N) w1118; P[construct 6-D-Pax2, w1]; spapol. Construct 6 is the minimal enhancer fragment (SME) able to completely rescue the spapol

phenotype (J) and D-Pax2 expression in cone cell precursors (N) when driving D-Pax2 expression as a single-copy transgene.
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and expression in cone cell precursors (Figure 1M) were and cells that acquire their fates during the second
clearly reduced, but rescue to wild type was achieved phase of morphogenesis, a lz-Gal4 driver (Crew et al.,
with two copies of the transgene (not shown). These 1997) was used to express a dominant-negative form
experiments suggest that the RD binding sites are es- of EGFR. In these discs, D-Pax2 expression is lost from
sential for the control of D-Pax2 transcription and that cone cell precursors (Figure 3C), while neuronal pat-
omission of RDI has more severe effects than that of terning in the precluster is maintained (Figure 3D).
RDII and RDIII. D-Pax2 expression was further examined in mutants of

Construct 6, which extends from nucleotides 158–519 genes encoding the nuclear components of the EGFR
and contains all three RD sites (Figures 1E and 1F), is signaling pathway, the repressor Yan and the activator
the smallest fragment that can rescue the spapol eye PntP2. D-Pax2 expression is also lost in discs in which
phenotype to wild type (Figure 1J) and D-Pax2 expres- lz-Gal4 drives the expression of a nonphosphorylatable
sion in cone cell precursors (Figure 1N) as a single-copy form of Yan refractory to the EGFR signal (Figure 3E).
transgene; hence, it was designated as the spa minimal Similarly, in the hypomorphic pnt1230 mutant, a modest
enhancer (SME). Any further truncation of this enhancer reduction of D-Pax2 expression occurs in cone cell pre-
fragment that removes at least one of the three RD cursors (Figure 3F), while a stronger reduction is ob-
binding sites (7–12 in Figure 1F) destroys its ability to served upon expression of a dominant-negative form of
completely rescue the spapol phenotype by a single copy PntP2 (Figure 3G). These experiments together suggest
of the corresponding transgene. Eliminating only RDIII that the EGFR signaling pathway activates D-Pax2 ex-
(11 and 12 in Figure 1F) or RDII and RDIII (7 in Figure pression in cone cell precursors by relieving Yan-medi-
1F) has similar effects in that the corresponding trans- ated repression and stimulating PntP2 activation.
genes in most lines are unable to rescue the spapol eye The above genetic analysis does not address whether
phenotype completely when present as single copies the effects of EGFR signaling on D-Pax2 transcription
while the presence of two copies results in a wild-type are direct or indirect. Therefore, we used in vitro muta-
eye phenotype (not shown). The same result is observed genesis to examine potential direct effects. Six ETS do-
if only RDI is deleted (9 and 10 in Figure 1F). When, in main consensus binding sites (59-GGAA/T-39; Nye et al.,
addition, more than half of the SME is removed (8 in 1992) were found in the SME (Figure 1F). EMSAs showed
Figure 1F), the rescue efficiency is further reduced, that two of these sites (1 and 6, Figures 3H and 3I) are
which suggests that regulatory elements other than the bound by both Yan and PntP2. Yan also binds to two
RD sites are important in the SME. As these sequences additional sites (2 and 4). All six ETS sites were mutated
are also eliminated in 5 (Figure 1F), it is likely that the to 59-TTAA/T-39 (Wotton et al., 1994) in the context of
reduced rescue efficiency of this fragment is caused by SME-lacZ, and the resulting SMEmETSx6-lacZ construct
the deletion of sequences in addition to RDI. Sequences was transformed into flies. In these transgenic flies,
outside of the SME are unable to compensate for the b-galactosidase expression is lost from cone cell pre-
loss of regulatory elements within the SME (cf. 13 with cursors (Figure 3J). Since PntP2 was found to bind only
11 or 3 with 7, and 14 with 9 or 5 with 8 in Figure 1F). to Ets sites 1 and 6, a SME-lacZ construct in which only

Electrophoretic mobility-shift assays (EMSA) demon- these sites were mutated (SMEmETS(1,6)-lacZ) was trans-
strated that in vitro translated Lz can bind specifically formed into flies. Figure 3K shows that b-galactosidase
to each of the RD binding sites in the SME (Figures expression in cone cells is completely eliminated. These
2A–2D). As an in vivo correlate to these experiments, in vitro and in vivo results together demonstrate that
the three RD sites were mutated (59-RAAARCA-39) in PntP2 directly controls D-Pax2 expression in cone cell
the context of a transgenic D-Pax2 rescue construct. precursors by binding to ETS domain sites in the SME.
Mutation of all three RD binding sites (mRDx3) causes The effect of losing Yan binding in the context of
a failure to rescue the spapol eye phenotype (Figure 2E) SMEmETSx6 and SMEmETS(1,6) is addressed below.
and D-Pax2 expression in cone cell precursors (Figure
2F). The in vitro and in vivo data together demonstrate

Notch Signaling Directly Regulates D-Pax2that Lz directly regulates D-Pax2 transcription through
Expression in Cone Cell Precursorsthe RD binding sites in the SME.
In Nts third-instar larvae raised at 298C for 20 hr prior toA construct expressing lacZ under the control of the
dissection, D-Pax2 expression is eliminated from coneSME and the hsp70 promoter (SME-lacZ) faithfully re-
cell precursors (Figure 4A). Similarly, expression of aproduces the wild-type D-Pax2 expression pattern in
dominant-negative form of N under lz-Gal4 controlcone cell precursors (Figure 2G). Mutation of all three
causes a loss of D-Pax2 expression in cone cell precur-RD binding sites in SME-lacZ results in the loss of this
sors (Figure 4B) without perturbing neuronal develop-expression (Figure 2H), further indicating that Lz acts
ment (Figure 4C). D-Pax2 expression is also reduced indirectly through the SME. For the remainder of our analy-
discs mutant for Delta (Dl) (Figure 4D), which encodessis, we examined both endogenous D-Pax2 expression
a N ligand. Moreover, expression of a dominant-negativeas well as SME-lacZ expression. In all genetic back-
form of Dl (DlDN) under lz-Gal4 control causes a loss ofgrounds tested, the results obtained in both assays were
D-Pax2 expression in cone cell precursors (Figure 4E),identical. This suggests that the SME is sufficient for
while neuronal patterning occurs in a wild-type fashiontranscriptional regulation of D-Pax2 in cone cell precur-
(Figure 4F). A further reduction in D-Pax2 expression issors, and that SME-lacZ faithfully reflects this regulation.
seen when DlDN is driven by GMR-Gal4 (Figure 4G). A
loss of D-Pax2 expression is also seen upon ectopicThe EGFR Pathway Directly Regulates D-Pax2
expression of Hairless (H) (Figure 4H), a direct antagonistExpression in Cone Cell Precursors
of Su(H) function (Brou et al., 1994). These results to-In EGFRts third-instar larvae raised at 298C for 36 hr prior
gether suggest that N/Dl signaling via Su(H) is requiredto dissection, D-Pax2 expression is lost in cone cell
for proper D-Pax2 expression in cone cell precursors.precursors (Figure 3B). To restrict the loss of EGFR func-

tion to the undifferentiated cells posterior to the furrow This is an inductive rather than lateral inhibitory function
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Figure 2. Direct Regulation of D-Pax2 by Lz

(A–D) Autoradiograms of electrophoretic mo-
bility-shift assays (EMSA). Arrows indicate
shifted bands resulting from specific binding
of Lz to DNA probes, asterisks mark positions
of free probe.
(E) SEM of an adult eye.
(F–H) Immunolocalization of D-Pax2 (F) or
b-galactosidase (G and H) in third larval instar
eye discs.
(A) EMSA showing binding of Lz to oligonu-
cleotides including one of the three RD bind-
ing sites, RDI-RDIII. Lz binds to each oligonu-
cleotide, causing it to migrate more slowly
than the free probe. 1 or 2 indicates the pres-
ence or absence of Lz. Lower molecular
weight bands seen in the 2 lanes are nonspe-
cific.
(B) Competition assay. The probe used for
binding in these EMSAs is a SpeI-BglII restric-
tion fragment from the D-Pax2 eye-specific
enhancer (nucleotides 38–320 in Figure 1E)
that contains the RDI site. Increased con-
centrations of cold probe (Self; 103, 503) or
of oligonucleotides encompassing RDI-RDIII
(403, 2003) efficiently compete with Lz
binding.
(C) Competition assays. Cold oligonucleo-
tides including wild-type RDI (lane 3), RDII
(lane 5), or RDIII (lane 7) sites, but not oligonu-
cleotides including mutant mRDI (lane 4),
mRDII (lane 6), or mRDIII (lane 8) sites, effi-
ciently compete with binding of Lz to the
SpeI-BglII probe. 1 or 2 indicates presence
or absence of Lz. Competitor was omitted in
lanes 1 and 2. 2003 molar excess of competi-
tor probes was used in lanes 3–8.
(D) Antibody supershift assay. Addition of aLz
antibody to the binding reaction of Lz with RD
oligonucleotides gives rise to a supershifted
band with lower mobility (arrowhead). 2 or
1 indicates the absence or presence of aLz
antibody.
(E and F) w1118; P[mRDx3-D-Pax2]; spapol. In
this transformant, all three RD sites in the
SpeI fragment are mutated. Neither the spapol

eye phenotype (E) nor D-Pax2 expression in
cone cell precursors (F) is rescued (compare
with Figures 1G and 1K).

(G) w1118; P[SME-lacZ w1]/1. The expression of the lacZ reporter gene under the control of the SME in cone cell precursors (circled) is identical
to endogenous wild-type D-Pax2 expression (compare with Figure 1C).
(H) w1118; P[SMEmRDx3-lacZ w1]. When the SME is mutated in all three RD sites, expression of b-galactosidase is lost in cone cell precursors.

of the N signaling pathway in cone cell development into flies. In these transgenic flies, b-galactosidase ex-
pression is lost in cone cell precursors (Figure 4L). Thesethat has not been previously analyzed with molecular

markers. A reporter gene under the transcriptional con- in vitro and in vivo results together demonstrate that
Su(H) directly controls D-Pax2 expression in cone celltrol of Su(H) binding sites (Go et al., 1998) is expressed

in cone cell precursors (Figure 4I), which demonstrates precursors by binding to the SME.
that Su(H) is activated by the N pathway in cone cells.

The Su(H) binding sites in the SME were altered to
determine whether the N pathway directly regulates Single-Cell Clonal Analysis

Mutating Su(H) and ETS binding sites eliminates expres-D-Pax2 transcription. The SME contains eight putative
Su(H) binding sites (Figure 1F; 59-RTGRGAR-39; Nellesen sion of the target gene in the cone cells, which demon-

strates a direct role of these pathways in transcriptionalet al., 1999). EMSAs showed that the Su(H) consensus
binding sequence is not strictly followed, since three activation of D-Pax2. We further used clonal analysis

to establish the requirement of the Notch and EGFRsites with one mismatch can bind Su(H) (Figure 4J).
Su(H) binding is eliminated when the central 59-GRG-39 pathways in D-Pax2 expression. Unfortunately, these

pathways are necessary for proliferation and have manysequence is mutated to 59-CCC-39 in all eight sites (Fig-
ure 4K). A construct containing these mutations in the layers of function (Domı́nguez et al., 1998, Go et al.,

1998). We therefore used a flip-out strategy to inhibit Ncontext of SME-lacZ (SMEmSu(H)x8-lacZ) was transformed
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Figure 3. Direct Regulation of D-Pax2 Ex-
pression by the EGFR Signaling Pathway

(A–G and J) Immunolocalization of D-Pax2
(A–C and E), ELAV (D), or b-galactosidase (F,
G, J, and K) in third larval instar eye discs.
(H and I) EMSA demonstrating specific bind-
ing of Yan and PntP2 to the ETS domain bind-
ing sites in the SME. Arrows indicate shifted
bands caused by binding of ETS domain pro-
teins to DNA probes, asterisks mark free
probes.
(A) Wild type. D-Pax2 is expressed in cone
cell precursors.
(B) EGFRts/EGFRtop. Expression of D-Pax2 is
lost from cone cell precursors.
(C) lz-Gal4:UAS-EGFRDN. Expression of this
dominant-negative form of EGFR under the
control of lz-Gal4 causes a loss of D-Pax2
expression from cone cell precursors.
(D) lz-Gal4:UAS-EGFRDN. Expression of the
neuronal marker ELAV indicates that neu-
ronal patterning in the precluster (circled) is
maintained in the same genotype as in (C).
(E) lz-Gal4:UAS-yanAct. Expression of this
nonphosphorylatable form of Yan refractory
to the EGFR signal leads to a severe reduc-
tion of D-Pax2 expression in cone cell pre-
cursors.
(F) pnt1230/pnt1230; P[SME-lacZ w1]/1. Expres-
sion of SME-lacZ in cone cell precursors is
reduced in this hypomorphic pntP2 mutant.
(G) lz-Gal4:UAS-pntP2T151A; P[SME-lacZ w1]/1.
Expression of this nonphosphorylatable, dom-
inant-negative form of PntP2 leads to a se-
vere reduction of SME-lacZ expression in
cone cell precursors.
(H) Yan binds to ETS domain binding sites 1,
2, 4, and 6 within the SME, causing shifted
bands.
(I) PntP2 binds to ETS domain binding sites 1
and 6 within the SME, causing shifted bands.

(J) w1118; [SMEmETSx6-lacZ, w1]. When the SME is mutated in all six ETS domain binding sites, cone cell expression of the reporter is lost.
(K) w1118; [SMEmETS(1,6)-lacZ, w1]. When the SME is mutated in PntP2 binding sites 1 and 6, cone cell expression of the reporter is lost. This
demonstrates that regulation by PntP2 is direct.

and EGFR function in GFP-labeled single-cell clones (Ito been previously demonstrated (Flores et al., 1998). Con-
sistent with their reception of the EGFR signal (Freeman,et al., 1997). This was best achieved in clones induced

by GMR-flp. The GMR enhancer is only active behind 1996; Tio and Moses, 1997), activated MAPK is detected
in cone cell precursors at the time when they initiatethe furrow and only a single cell division takes place in

this population of cells. As a result, the clone size is D-Pax2 expression (Figure 5H). We also found that Dl
is expressed in developing photoreceptor clusters atvery small. In a wild-type background, single cells

marked with GFP express D-Pax2 (Figures 5A and 5B). the time when the cone cell precursors express D-Pax2
(Figure 5I). Thus, the neuronal clusters signal through anHowever, when these single cells also express EGFRDN

(n 5 120 cells in 10 discs; Figures 5C and 5D) or NECN inductive Dl/N pathway to activate D-Pax2 expression
in the neighboring cone cell precursors. These results(n 5 150 cells in 12 discs; Figures 5E and 5F), they do

not express D-Pax2. Thus, cone cells need functional suggest that, in addition to expressing Lz, the cone cell
precursors receive the EGFR and N signals at the timeNotch and EGFR receptors in order to express D-Pax2.
of fate acquisition and D-Pax2 expression. Presumably,
at least one of these three activation mechanisms isLz, EGFR, and Notch Restrict D-Pax2 Expression
lacking in cells that do not express D-Pax2. This hypoth-to Cone Cell Precursors
esis was tested through genetic manipulation of theThe results described so far suggest that D-Pax2 ex-
system.pression is limited to cells which (1) express Lz, (2) re-

ceive a sufficiently strong EGFR signal to both alleviate
Yan-imposed repression and stimulate PntP2 activation, The Absence of EGFR Activation Prevents D-Pax2

Expression in Undifferentiated Cellsand (3) receive a N signal able to stimulate Su(H) activa-
tion (Figure 5G). The tripartite control of D-Pax2 expres- Undifferentiated cells immediately posterior to the fur-

row receive the N signal (Matsuno et al., 1997) and ex-sion in the cone cell precursors requires that they re-
ceive all three inputs at the proper time in their press Lz, but they do not express D-Pax2. We hypothe-

sized that the absence of D-Pax2 expression in thesedevelopment. Lz expression in cone cell precursors has
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Figure 4. Direct Regulation of D-Pax2 Ex-
pression by the N Signaling Pathway

(A–I and L) Immunolocalization of b-galacto-
sidase (A, B, I, and L), ELAV (C and F), or
D-Pax2 (D, E, G, and H) in third larval instar
eye discs.
(J and K) EMSA demonstrating specific bind-
ing of GST-Su(H) to sites in the SME. Arrows
indicate shifted bands caused by Su(H) bind-
ing to DNA probes, asterisks indicate free
probes.
(A) Nts1; P[SME-lacZ w1]/1. Expression of
SME-lacZ is lost from cone cell precursors.
(B) lz-Gal4:UAS-NECN; P[SME-lacZ w1]/1. Ex-
pression of this dominant-negative form of N
in Lz-expressing cells causes the loss of
SME-lacZ expression from cone cell pre-
cursors.
(C) lz-Gal4:UAS-NECN; P[SME-lacZ w1]/1.
Expression of the neuronal marker ELAV indi-
cates that neuronal patterning in the preclus-
ter is maintained (circled) in the same geno-
type as in (B).
(D) DlB2/DlR7. Expression of D-Pax2 is elimi-
nated in cone cell precursors in this heteroal-
lelic Dl loss-of-function combination.
(E) lz-Gal4:UAS-DlDN. Expression of this domi-
nant-negative form of Dl causes a reduction
of D-Pax2 expression from cone cell pre-
cursors.
(F) lz-Gal4:UAS-DlDN. Expression of the neu-
ronal marker ELAV indicates that neuronal
patterning in the precluster (circled) is main-
tained in the same genotype as in (E).

(G) GMR-Gal4:UAS-DlDN. GMR-Gal4 driving the expression of dominant-negative Dl in all cells posterior to the furrow causes a complete loss
of D-Pax2 expression.
(H) lz-Gal4:UAS-H. Expression of H, an antagonist of Su(H), leads to a reduction of D-Pax2 expression in cone cell precursors.
(I) 12xSu(H)bs-lacZ. In this construct, twelve copies of Su(H) binding sites control expression of lacZ. The observed expression of b-galactosi-
dase indicates that Su(H) functions as a transcriptional activator in cone cell precursors. A single ommatidium is circled showing expression
in the four cone cell precursors but not in the neuronal cells (asterisk).
(J) Competition assay. Su(H) binding to the SME in the absence (lane 1) or presence (lanes 2–11) of cold competitors: lanes 2 and 3, wild-
type (m4S2) and mutant version (m4S2m) of a known Su(H) binding site, respectively; lanes 4–11, putative Su(H) binding sites found in the
SME. Oligonucleotides containing Su(H) sites 2, 3, 4, 6 and 7 (lanes 5, 4, 6, 9, and 10, respectively) efficiently compete for Su(H) binding even
though sites 4 and 7 are one nucleotide off the consensus, while site 5 (lane 7; one nucleotide off consensus) and sites 1 and 8 (lanes 8 and
11, respectively; two nucleotides off consensus) do not significantly compete for binding.
(K) Su(H) binding to the SME. 2 or 1 indicates absence or presence of Su(H) protein in each assay. Su(H) binds to the wild-type SME (WT).
This binding is virtually eliminated when all eight Su(H) binding sites are mutated (mSu(H)x8).
(L) w1118; P[SMEmSu(H)x8-lacZ, w1] eye discs. When the SME is mutated in all eight Su(H) binding sites, b-galactosidase expression is lost from
the cone cell precursors (compare with Figure 2G), which demonstrates that regulation of D-Pax2 by Su(H) is direct.

cells is caused by a lack of the EGFR signal. This hypoth- express Lz and receive the N signal, they fail to express
D-Pax2 because they do not receive the EGFR signalesis is consistent with the observation that EGFR signal-

ing causes these cells to differentiate (Xu and Rubin, and are therefore unable to relieve the Yan-imposed
repression of D-Pax2.1993; Freeman, 1996; Tio and Moses, 1997). Indeed,

D-Pax2 is ectopically expressed in undifferentiated cells
that express an activated form of EGFR (Figure 5J). The Absence of N Activation Prevents D-Pax2
Loss-of-function yane2D/yanpokX8 discs also show ectopic Expression in R7
expression of D-Pax2 in undifferentiated cells (Figure The R7 precursors express Lz and receive RTK signals,
5K). Similarly, in discs expressing SMEmETSx6-lacZ, in yet they do not express D-Pax2. We hypothesized that
which the six ETS sites in the SME are mutated, this is due to the lack of the N signal at the time of R7
b-galactosidase is also expressed in undifferentiated determination. Indeed, expression of an activated form
cells (Figure 5L). Presumably, relief of Yan repression is of N (Nact), leads to ectopic D-Pax2 expression in R7
sufficient to activate some D-Pax2 in undifferentiated precursors (Figure 5N), which suggests that D-Pax2 is
cells. In SMEmETS(1,6)-lacZ,where the Pnt binding sites are not normally expressed in R7 because this cell does not
eliminated but two of the Yan binding sites are still intact, receive the N signal. These results are consistent with
there is no expression of b-galactosidase in the undiffer- the previous observation that the R7 cell loses its neu-
entiated cells (Figure 5M). These results suggest that ronal characteristics upon expression of Nact (Fortini et

al., 1993).while the undifferentiated cells posterior to the furrow



Figure 5. Cell-specificity of D-Pax2 Regulation

(A–F) Clonal analysis of D-Pax2 expression (red) in cone cells. (G) Summary of D-Pax2 regulation by Lz, EGFR, and N. (H and I) Immunolocalization
of b-galactosidase (red) and dpERK (green, H) or Dl (green, I) in third-instar eye discs by confocal microscopy. (J–Q) Immunolocalization of
b-galactosidase reporter in third-instar eye discs by light microscopy. Posterior is to the left.
(A) hsp70-flp; Ay-Gal4 UAS-GFP. Flip-out clone in wild-type eye disc using hsp70-flp. Cells expressing both GFP and D-Pax2 show yellow
nuclei (arrows). Note that GFP (green) is both nuclear and cytoplasmic while D-Pax2 is exclusively nuclear.
(B) GMR-flp; Ay-Gal4 UAS-GFP. Single-cell flip-out clones in wild-type eye disc (GFP, green) induced by GMR-flp and stained with D-Pax2
antibody (red). Cone cells co-expressing GFP and D-Pax2 are yellow (arrows).
(C) hsp70-flp; Ay-Gal4 UAS-GFP; UAS-EGFRDN. Flip-out clones generated at the early third larval instar. No overlap is seen between cells
expressing both EGFRDN and GFP (green) and those expressing D-Pax2 (red).
(D) GMR-flp; Ay-Gal4 UAS-GFP; UAS-EGFRDN. Single-cell flip-out clones induced by GMR-flp and expressing EGFRDN at the third larval instar.
No overlap is seen between cells expressing both EGFRDN and GFP (green) and those expressing D-Pax2 (red). A total of 120 green cells were
examined in (C) and (D) at the stage when cone cells develop.
(E) hsp70-flp; Ay-Gal4 UAS-GFP; UAS-NECN. Flip-out clones generated at the early third larval instar. No overlap is seen between GFP and
NECN expressing cells (green) and D-Pax2 expressing cells (red).
(F) GMR-flp; Ay-Gal4 UAS-GFP; UAS-NECN. Single-cell flip-out clones induced by GMR-flp and expressing NDN at the third larval instar. No
overlap is seen between GFP and NECN expressing cells (green) and D-Pax2 expressing cells (red). A total of 150 green cells were examined
in (E) and (F) at the stage when cone cells develop.
(G) Cone cell-specific activation of D-Pax2 expression is dependent on three inputs: (i) Lz binding to the RD sites in the eye-specific enhancer
(SME), (ii) EGFR signal-dependent inactivation of Yan and activation of PntP2, which then binds to ETS domain binding sites in the SME, and
(iii) Notch signal-dependent activation of Su(H), which binds to the Su(H) binding sites in the SME.
(H and I) Cone cell precursors receive the proper signals.
(H) SME-lacZ. Optical section at the level of cone cell precursors. Activated, phosphorylated MAPK (green) is seen in cone cells, which
indicates that these cells receive an RTK signal at the time of SME-lacZ (red) expression. Activated MAPK is primarily cytoplasmic; however,
small amounts can been seen in nuclei (yellow). A single ommatidium is circled.
(I) SME-lacZ. Dl (green) is expressed in photoreceptor clusters (asterisk), but not in cone cells (circled). Expression of this N ligand is
downregulated when SME-lacZ (red) expression initiates, suggesting transduction of the N signal from the signaling photoreceptor cells to
the receiving cone cell precursors.
(J–M) Lack of EGFR signal prevents D-Pax2 expression in undifferentiated cells. The area shown in these three panels is entirely posterior to
the furrow.
(J) lz-Gal4:UAS2l-topDER; P[SME-lacZ w1]/1. Expression of this activated form of EGFR causes ectopic expression of SME-lacZ in all of
the undifferentiated cells posterior to the furrow.
(K) yane2D/yanpokx8; P[SME-lacZ w1]/1. SME-lacZ is ectopically expressed in undifferentiated cells in this heteroallelic yan loss-of-function
combination.
(L) w1118; P[SMEmETSx6-lacZ w1]. Ectopic expression in undifferentiated cells is evident when all six ETS domain binding sites are mutated in
the SME. This demonstrates a direct role for Yan in the negative regulation of D-Pax2 in the undifferentiated cells.
(M) w1118; P[SMEmETS(1,6)-lacZ w1]. Ectopic expression in undifferentiated cells is lost when PntP2 binding sites are mutated, but two additional
Yan binding sites are maintained. This demonstrates a direct role for Yan in the negative regulation of D-Pax2 in undifferentiated cells.
(N) Lack of N signal prevents D-Pax2 expression in the R7 precursor. sev-Nact/1; P[SME-lacZ w1]/1. Ectopic expression of Nact in the R7
precursor leads to expression of SME-lacZ in this cell. A representative cluster with five cells expressing b-galactosidase is circled.
(O–Q) Lack of Lz and N signal prevents D-Pax2 expression in the R3/R4 precursors. The furrow is marked with an arrow.
(O) sev-lz/1; P[SME-lacZ w1]/1. Ectopic expression of Lz in the R3 and R4 precursors does not lead to expression of SME-lacZ in these
cells.
(P) sev-Nact/1; P[SME-lacZ w1]/1. Ectopic expression of activated N in the R3 and R4 precursors does not lead to expression of SME-lacZ
in these cells.
(Q) sev-lz/1; sev-Nact/1; P[SME-lacZ w1]/1. Coexpression of both Lz and activated N leads to expression of SME-lacZ in the R3/R4 precursors
(small arrows).
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yet understood. However, the available data can create
a combinatorial code for cell fate specification the use
of only three components (Figure 6). In this code, differ-
ential activation of the RTK and N signaling cascades
creates the unique combinations of activated or inacti-
vated transcription factors that are required for the ac-
quisition of different cell fates. Each of these transcrip-
tion factors is ubiquitously expressed in the precursor
population, but is activated only in cells that receive the
proper signals. The model presented in Figure 6 reflects
requirements rather than sufficiency for cell fate specifi-
cation. We anticipate that as additional components are
uncovered, the code for the cell types listed in Figure
6 will become complete and that the code for other
cell types such as R1/R6 will become evident. In some
instances, the regulation of the same target gene may

Figure 6. A Combinatorial Code for Cell Fate Specification involve different combinations of signals in different cell
The three components discussed in this paper, Lz, N, and EGFR, types. Preliminary data indicate that the combinatorial
can be used to describe the differences between at least four differ- logic for expression of D-Pax2 in primary pigment cells
ent cell types: cone, R7, R3/R4, and undifferentiated cells. Each of is different from that in cone cells in that it requires Su(H)
these cell types receives a different combination of signals, which and Lz but not Pnt (G. V. F., R. N., and U. B., unpublished
creates the unique set of activated transcription factors that ulti- data).
mately specify the cell’s fate. In such a code, a small number of

Precise spatial and temporal regulation of the variousmultifunctional signals such as EGFR and N can be combined to
inputs required for cell fate determination is essentialcreate a large number of distinct cell types (see text for details).
for proper eye patterning. Lz function is restricted toActive forms of Su(H) and PntP2 are indicated with an asterisk.
the undifferentiated cells posterior to the furrow by a
currently unidentified mechanism. Lozenge might pre-
pare several enhancer regions early, so that they areThe Absence of N Activation and Lz Prevents
competent to respond to a later signal. The EGFR ligand,D-Pax2 Expression in R3 and R4
Spitz (Spi), and the N ligand, Dl, are expressed in theThus far, this study has focused on cells that express
previously determined neuronal clusters and act overLz. However, the regulation of D-Pax2 expression can
short extracellular distances at the appropriate time foralso be tested in cells that lack Lz, such as the R3/R4
induction of cone cell fate in the neighboring precursors.precursors. These cells receive the EGFR signal (Free-
Temporal control of the EGFR signal is achieved throughman, 1996) but receive the N signal after their initial fate
the reiterative secretion of Spi as the ommatidium pro-specification, during ommatidial rotation (Cooper and
gressively develops (Freeman, 1996; Tio and Moses,Bray, 1999; Fanto and Mlodzik, 1999). Ectopic expres-
1997). Spi function is spatially restricted by competitionsion of either Lz (Figure 5O) or Nact (Figure 5P) in the R3/
with its diffusible antagonist, Argos (reviewed in Free-R4 precursors fails to activate D-Pax2 expression in
man, 1997). The N signal is activated early in eye devel-these cells. However, when Lz and Nact are coexpressed
opment near the furrow (reviewed in Artavanis-Tsakonasin the R3/R4 precursors, D-Pax2 is expressed in these
et al., 1999), but this study highlights a late, inductivecells (Figure 5Q). These results demonstrate that the
function of N that is dependent on the temporally con-lack of both N signaling and Lz during the proper time
trolled expression of Dl in the developing photoreceptorwindow prevents R3/R4 cells from expressing D-Pax2.
clusters. This N signaling positively influences differenti-
ation and acts in cooperation with, rather than antago-

Discussion nistically to, the EGFR pathway. Tethering of Dl to the
membrane allows only adjacent cells to receive this N

In this study, we have examined one example of the signal (reviewed in Artavanis-Tsakonas et al., 1999).
complex interplay between multiple signaling pathways Numerous studies involving promoter analysis have
during the acquisition of diverse cell fates. We have established that combinations of multiple transcription
shown that the nuclear effectors of the EGFR and N factor binding sites are important for gene activation.
signal transduction pathways, Yan, PntP2, and Su(H), Comprehensive in vivo studies of the regulatory regions
and the transcriptional regulator, Lz, act in a combinato- of the sea urchin Endo 16 gene (Arnone and Davidson,
rial manner on a tissue-specific enhancer to restrict the 1997; Yuh et al., 1998) and the Drosophila even-skipped
expression of D-Pax2 to the cone cell precursors of the (eve) stripe 2 enhancer (Arnosti et al., 1996), for example,
Drosophila eye disc. Furthermore, by genetically manip- have convincingly demonstrated the importance of both
ulating these inputs, we observe ectopic expression of positive and negative inputs in controlling gene activity.
D-Pax2 in specific cell types that do not normally ex- Our studies have focused on the integration of local
press it. This study provides an exciting example of two signaling cascades in the regulation of a target gene.
multifunctional signaling pathways, EGFR and N, acting Our aim was to understand the molecular details, in the
together to influence the development of a single cell in vivo context of a developing animal, of how combina-
type. The regulation of D-Pax2 transcription by each torial signaling can generate fine differences in fate
of these inputs is direct, since its expression can be amongst cells that are initially equivalent and that com-
eliminated by mutating the RD, ETS, or Su(H) binding municate through local cell–cell interactions. Any one
sites in the eye-specific D-Pax2 enhancer. signal may not impart fate-specifying information when

The entire code for generating the approximately ten acting alone, but in combination, different signals can
create unique sets of activated transcription factors atdifferent cell types in the Drosophila ommatidium is not
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